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“For the future, I believe that
as CIC staff strive together, we
will be writing more splendid
chapters and accomplishing
more glorious deeds.”

Ding Xuedong
Former Chairman and CEO
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MESSAGE FROM FORMER
CHAIRMAN AND CEO
China Investment Corporation was founded in
September 2007 with a historic mission. For nearly ten
years, it navigated market complexity and volatility and
achieved impressive results.
In July 2013, I became CIC’s second Chairman and CEO,
a post that I felt most honored to take on. The
responsibilities, however, were heavy. I built on the
efforts of my predecessor and worked toward making
CIC a world-class and respected sovereign wealth fund.
For more than three years, the company’s entire staff
worked toward our goals in concert: we revised our
management structure, improved our systems,
optimized the asset allocation, focused on managing and
controlling risks, groomed our investment teams and
developed our research capabilities.
We believe that taking small steps will take us far and
wide. The diligence of our CIC team has propelled the
company to becoming the world’s second largest
WSZIVIMKR[IEPXLJYRHERMRĈYIRXMEPTPE]IV[MXLEWSYRH
voice that helps advance China’s engagement in global
governance. I have learned much and gained many
insights in developing China’s sovereign wealth fund.
*MVWXEWEćRERGMEPMRZIWXSV[IWLSYPHTYVWYI
VIEWSREFPIGSQQIVGMEPVIXYVRWEWETVMQEV]SFNIGXMZI
'-'LEWEP[E]WQEMRXEMRIHEFVSEHERHHMZIVWMćIH
portfolio. We have pursued good investment
opportunities by capitalizing on our extensive global
network and professional platform to link local and
JSVIMKRSVKERM^EXMSRWERHGSQTERMIWXLEXEVIćRERGMEPP]
sound and in need of cross-border investment. We have
sought cooperation with leading companies in key
WIGXSVWXSGSQFMRISYVćRERGMEPWXVIRKXLERH
investment experience with their industrial advantage
and management experience. And we have promoted the
GSSTIVEXMSRFIX[IIRXLIVIEPIGSRSQ]ERHXLIćRERGMEP
sector.

portfolio construction. We also optimized the
rebalancing mechanism to ensure discipline in asset
allocation and investment activities. To increase
alternative investments, we established a direct
investment platform called CIC Capital Corporation (CIC
Capital), expanded our private equity investments, and
PEYRGLIHQYPXMPEXIVEPSVFMPEXIVEPTPEXJSVQWXSćRH
investment projects with Chinese characteristics.
*MREPP]WXVIRKXLIRMRKWYTTSVXJSVMRZIWXQIRXWMW
IWWIRXMEPXSTVSQSXMRKXLIGSQTER]ÞWQEREKIQIRX For
institutional development, we have revised and improved
our investment decision and management guidelines,
established a sound accountability system for
investment managers, and strengthened both pre- and
post-investment management. For risk management
and control, we believe in and practice comprehensive
risk management. We have also developed our own risk
performance system and set up the Three Lines of
Defense for risk management. It helps control different
potential sources of risk, such as market risks, credit
risks, internal control and operation risks, and
reputational risks. And for foreign investments, we have
adhered to research-based investment by forming a
research department to perform in-depth research on
global economy, international market trends and sector
developments.
Every small step comes from persistence and hard
work. 2017 marks the 10 th year of CIC’s development.
During our past journey, we have tried, we have
progressed and we have accumulated experience and
insight. We have also created material and spiritual
wealth and embarked on a unique and sustainable
course. For the future, I believe that as CIC staff strive
together, we will be writing more splendid chapters and
accomplishing more glorious deeds.

7IGSRHSYVPSRKXIVQEWWIXEPPSGEXMSRERHSZIVEPP
TSVXJSPMSQYWXVIĈIGXGSVTSVEXIZEPYIW Given the falling
returns and aggregating investment risks, a rational
response and sustainable approach for CIC would be to
diversify away from the public market’s stocks and
bonds and grow our alternative investments. For more
than three years, we have continued to work toward
building a simple, transparent and resilient portfolio,
and we have introduced the Reference Portfolio
allocation framework to provide a clearer direction for
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“Despite the new state of play in the
global market, and despite China
entering a ‘new normal’ phase with
new responsibilities engendered by
the state-owned enterprise reform,
we succeeded in overcoming all the
tests and trials in achieving the goals
our Board of Directors set at the start
of the year.”

Tu Guangshao
Vice Chairman and President
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MESSAGE FROM VICE CHAIRMAN
AND PRESIDENT
2016 was an extraordinary year for CIC. Despite the new
state of play in the global market, and despite China
entering a “new normal” phase with new responsibilities
engendered by the state-owned enterprise reform, we
succeeded in overcoming all the tests and trials in
achieving the goals our Board of Directors set at the
start of the year.
Complexities and uncertainties in the global economy
again prevailed in the year under review, compounded by
sluggish economic recoveries and persistently volatile
ćRERGMEPQEVOIXW+VS[XLMRMRXIVREXMSREPXVEHI
continued to be lackadaisical, trailing the growth of GDP
for years. Global foreign direct investments fell far
below their peak. These point to the apparent slowing of
economic globalization. The United States, Europe and
Japan were plagued by high debt, languishing
productivity growth and a serious demographic problem
of an aging population. And the expansionary effects of
their loose monetary policies were diminishing as
trends began to diverge. Emerging economies continued
XSWYJJIVJVSQGETMXEPSYXĈS[WXVEHITVSXIGXMSRMWQERH

reduced direct investments, leading to weak growth.
China’s economy grew at a slow and steady pace, with a
promising economic outlook, as the country continued to
optimize its economic structure and keep overall
ćRERGMEPVMWOWQEREKIEFPI&YXXLIKPSFEPTSPMXMGEP
landscape and prospects for further economic recovery
suffered from a widening income gap, the return of
conservatism, rising geopolitical risks and bleak
prospects for further recovery.
Given the dubious and complex global landscape, we
approached our work with practical insight and
unwavering enterprise. Internationalizing and aligning
our operations with the market and fostering
professionalism in our practice, we accumulated a
wealth of experience and achieved encouraging results.
CIC’s overseas investments generated a net return of
6.22% in 2016 and a net cumulative annualized return of
4.76% since its inception. By the end of 2016, CIC’s total
assets had exceeded $813.5 billion, and the annualized
growth rate of state-owned capital had reached 14.08%
since its inception.

6
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-RZIWXQIRXQEREKIQIRX

-RZIWXQIRXGSSTIVEXMSR

Based on the Reference Portfolio’s asset allocation
framework, we revised our rebalancing mechanism,
developed our own quantitative approach in asset
allocation, and formulated currency hedging policies to
ensure transparency, timeliness and effectiveness in
overall portfolio management. For investments in the
public market, we continued streamlining and
optimizing our strategy mix, revised the evaluation of
EWWIXQEREKIVWJYVXLIVVIćRIHMRZIWXQIRX
management, and improved our capacity to achieve
excess returns. For long-term asset investments, we
improved investment effectiveness by strengthening
allocation and strategy research and by standardizing
processes for investment decisions and project
supervision. Having a good grasp of the market
opportunities ensured our ability to take appropriate
action to reduce holdings of, or exit from, a project.

The company leveraged its advantages in having a good
FVERHVITYXEXMSRćRERGMEPWXVIRKXLERI\XIRWMZIKPSFEP
network and a professional investment team to
capitalize on the investment opportunities emanating
from the Belt and Road Initiative. Focusing on special
regions and industries from the China angle, we helped
Chinese companies connect with foreign companies and
facilitated investment cooperation. We also accelerated
CIC’s overseas institutional development, employing
foreign investment and multilateral fund operations to
GSQTPIXILMKLTVSćPIHMVIGXMRZIWXQIRXTVSNIGXWMR
several major countries. This integrated our industrial
resources, improved competitiveness and added value.

-RZIWXQIRXWYTTSVX
We buttressed “research-driven investment” by setting
up a research department for resource sharing,
creating a more robust knowledge and research
management platform. We established a risk factor
system and improved the analytical framework for
HMJJIVIRXVMWOJEGXSVQSHIPW;IVIWIEVGLIHERHVIćRIH
the valuation model to standardize the valuation of
assets. And we stepped up budget observance and
QSRMXSVMRKIRJSVGIHXLIćRERGMEPERHEGGSYRXMRKVYPIW
ERHHIZIPSTIHEćRERGMRKQIGLERMWQJSVSYV
businesses. The formation of the Information
Technology Committee will ensure information security,
smooth business continuity and general operations.
Other sustained efforts included developing the
professional system of human resources and optimizing
the compensation and welfare system to recruit and
retain people with strong professional skills.
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-RHIIHGLEPPIRKIWERHHMJćGYPXMIWLEZI
QEHI'-'WXVSRKIVERHFIXXIV8SHE]'-'MW
EVIWTIGXIHERHVIWTSRWMFPIWSZIVIMKR
[IEPXLJYRH

Looking ahead, global growth for 2017 should pick up
speed, but the downside risks cannot be overlooked.
The multiple rounds of quantitative easing by key
economies and the weak recovery in developed
economies during the eight post-crisis years have led to
keen competition for capital and to low returns. Overall,
the global investment environment presents low growth
and high volatility, and the potential risk factors lie
mainly in rising uncertainties in global politics and
policies.
In September 2017, CIC will celebrate its 10 th
anniversary, marking another milestone in its
development. Unrelenting efforts and likeness of minds
have produced hard-earned results. On behalf of the
Board, I would like to thank Mr. Lou Jiwei, Mr. Ding
Xuedong and all our staff for your assiduity and
achievements.

As a poem goes, constant dripping wears away a stone,
and persistence and hardship are but a way of life.
-RHIIHGLEPPIRKIWERHHMJćGYPXMIWLEZIQEHI'-'
stronger and better. Today, CIC is a respected and
responsible sovereign wealth fund. We will continue to
do better and to approach the ever-volatile international
ćRERGMEPQEVOIX[MXLTVSJIWWMSREPMWQERH^IEP;I[MPP
also continue to improve our abilities in investment
management, maximize our shareholder’s interests and
create a positive corporate image that speaks of a
steady, professional, responsible and reputable
institutional investor.

8
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“Based on our terms of reference under
the law, regulations and articles of
association, the Board of Supervisors
and I have closely followed the
company’s development, improved
accountability, fostered duty
performance supervision, and ensured
operational prudence and compliance.”

Guo Haoda
Chairman of the Board of Supervisors
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MESSAGE FROM CHAIRMAN OF
THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
In 2016, CIC took active steps to deal with swings in
PSGEPERHMRXIVREXMSREPIGSRSQMIWERHćRERGMEPERH
capital markets, and to improve corporate governance
and investment capacity. Based on our terms of
reference under the law, regulations and articles of
association, the Board of Supervisors and I have closely
followed the company’s development, improved
accountability, fostered duty performance supervision,
and ensured operational prudence and compliance.
The Board of Supervisors and special committees
convene regular meetings (ad hoc sessions when
necessary) to review the annual report, operations and
management reports, and other major operations and
management matters as required by law. They monitor
ERHEWWIWWXLIGSQTER]ÞWSTIVEXMSRWERHKMZIWTIGMćG
recommendations to improve operations, with the
Board of Directors and senior management responding
positively.
(YX]TIVJSVQERGI WYTIVZMWMSR includes sending
representatives to observe the meetings of the Board of
Directors, Executive Committee and Risk Management
Committee to supervise decision-making, highlight
impending risks and provide supervisory opinion. It
enables the company to improve governance and
develop a sound operating mechanism underpinned by
WGMIRXMćGEPP]VMKSVSYWHIGMWMSRWERHVIPMEFPI
implementation.
*MRERGMEPWYTIVZMWMSR includes appointing external
auditors to audit our annual report, reviewing and
deliberating the preparation, examination and
HMWGPSWYVISJXLIGSQTER]ÞWćRERGMEPWXEXIQIRXWERH
QSRMXSVMRKQENSVćRERGMEPVIZIRYIWERHI\TIRHMXYVIW
It also involves ensuring that the various departments
study and implement management’s recommendations.

7XEXIGETMXEPWYTIVZMWMSR includes improving the
“three-in-one” supervision system for state-owned
capital and driving the implementation of risk control
and internal control management mechanisms. We
readily discharged our representative duty as an
investor, stepped up guidance for the Board of
Supervisors of companies in which Central Huijin hold
majority and minority shares to jointly prevent and
QMXMKEXIćRERGMEPVMWOWXLYWKYEVHMRKEKEMRWXXLIPSWW
of state-owned assets.
United efforts by members of the Board of Supervisors
LEZIIREFPIHXLI&SEVHXSGSRXVMFYXIWMKRMćGERXP]XSXLI
operation of functions, to improve corporate governance
and to strengthen risk management and internal
control. It has also helped ensure that operations are
prudent and comply with regulatory requirements. The
Board also made some personnel changes during the
year, based on the company’s articles of association and
relevant procedures. I would like to thank our
supervisors for their support and assistance and all
those behind the Board’s every endeavor.
We believe in complete dedication and an absolute
sense of responsibility. CIC will enter its 10 th year of
incorporation in 2017. It’s a critical year which the
company will cross a major threshold and forge ahead.
8LI&SEVHSJ7YTIVZMWSVW[MPPGSRXMRYIXSJYPćPMXWHYXMIW
to strengthen bottom-line thinking, focus on the
problem-based approach, and take positive action. We
[MPPEPWSGSRXMRYIXSMQTVSZISYVWIPZIWVIćRISYV[SVO
mechanism, and implement effective supervision and
inspection to advance the company’s standard of
governance.

%YHMXWYTIVZMWMSR includes reviewing and approving our
audit plan, exit audits for department heads and
investment managers. We also explore the creation of
an interview and supervision procedures for high-risk
projects to enable inspection and issue resolution.
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China Investment Corporation
was established as a vehicle to
diversify China’s foreign
exchange holdings and seek
maximum returns for its
shareholder within acceptable
risk tolerance.
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Overview

China Investment Corporation was
incorporated on September 29, 2007 with
a registered capital of $200 billion. By the
end of 2016, the total assets of CIC had
exceeded $813.5 billion.
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Headquartered in Beijing, China Investment Corporation (CIC) was
incorporated on September 29, 2007, as a wholly state-owned
company under the Company Law of China, with a registered capital of
$200 billion. The company was established as a vehicle to diversify
China’s foreign exchange holdings and seek maximum returns for its
shareholder within acceptable risk tolerance. By the end of 2016, the
total assets of CIC had exceeded $813.5 billion.
CIC has three subsidiaries, CIC International Co., Ltd. (CIC
International), CIC Capital Corporation (CIC Capital), and Central
Huijin Investment Ltd. (Central Huijin).
CIC International was established in September 2011 with a mandate
to invest and manage overseas assets. It took over the entire portfolio
and the mandate for overseas investment from CIC then. Since CIC
Capital was incorporated in January 2015, the overseas investment
and management activities of CIC have been undertaken by CIC
International and CIC Capital. CIC International conducts public
market equity and bond investments, hedge fund, multi-asset and real
estate investments, private equity (including private credit) fund
MRZIWXQIRXWGSMRZIWXQIRXWERHQMRSVMX]MRZIWXQIRXWEWEćRERGMEP
investor. CIC Capital is mandated to make direct investments and
manage bilateral, multilateral and platform fund investments to
maximize returns and promote international investment cooperation.
Both CIC International and CIC Capital are market-oriented
commercial entities with a specialized mandate and a global reach.
CIC International (Hong Kong) Co., Ltd. (CIC International (Hong Kong))
was established in November 2010. In January 2011, CIC opened the
6ITVIWIRXEXMZI3JćGIMR8SVSRXS-R(IGIQFIV'-'STIRIHXLI
6ITVIWIRXEXMZI3JćGIMR2I[=SVOERHGPSWIHXLI6ITVIWIRXEXMZI
3JćGIMR8SVSRXS
Central Huijin undertakes equity investments in key state-owned
ćRERGMEPMRWXMXYXMSRWMR'LMRE;MXLSYXMRXIVJIVMRK[MXLXLIHE]XSHE]
operations of investee institutions, Central Huijin exercises its
shareholder rights and performs its obligations to the extent of its
capital contribution.
7XVMGXSTIVEXMSREPćVI[EPPWI\MWXEQSRK'-'-RXIVREXMSREP'-''ETMXEP
and Central Huijin.
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Landmarks

2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
15

January, CIC launched the back-up data center in Shanghai.

January, CIC adopted the Reference Portfolio framework for
asset allocation.

January, CIC Capital was established.
November, Central Huijin Asset Management Ltd. was incorporated.
December,'-'STIRIHXLI6ITVIWIRXEXMZI3JćGIMR2I[=SVO

January, CIC launched the Risk and Performance
Analysis System (the Fengye System).

July,1V(MRK<YIHSRKXSSOSJćGIEW'-''LEMVQERERH')3

February, CIC approved the 2012–2016 Strategic Plan of Development.
July, CIC launched CIC Culture Consensus.
January, the Board extended the investment horizon to 10 years.
January,'-'STIRIHXLI6ITVIWIRXEXMZI3JćGIMR8SVSRXS
May, CIC hosted the 3 rd annual meeting of the International Forum of
Sovereign Wealth Funds and released the Beijing Declaration.
September, CIC International was established.

November, CIC International (Hong Kong) was incorporated.

July, CIC inaugurated the International Advisory Council.
July, '-'VIPIEWIHMXWćVWXERRYEPVITSVX

January, CIC set up the Investment Committee and the Risk
Management Committee.
September,'-'PEYRGLIHMXWSJćGMEP[IFWMXI
October, the Chinese government endorsed the Santiago Principles.

September, CIC was established in Beijing, China, and set up its Board of
Directors, Board of Supervisors and Executive Committee.

China Investment Corporation Annual Report 2016˓CORPORATE REVIEW
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Culture and Core Values

Building on its heritage and experience, CIC has developed a complete framework
of corporate culture. Its mission, vision, and core values were crystallized in the
CIC Culture Consensus released in 2012.
Mission: CIC is committed to diversifying China’s foreign exchange investment
portfolio and seeking maximum returns for its shareholder within acceptable risk
tolerance.
Vision: We aim to grow into a world-class and respected sovereign wealth fund.
Core values: Responsibility, synergy, professionalism, and aspiration.
Responsibility: ;IEVIGSQQMXXIHXSJYPćPPMRKSYVQERHEXI[MXLEWXVSRKWIRWISJ
conscientiousness. Fundamental to our responsibilities and the commitment of
every member of the company is managing assets effectively and making every
investment a success. We honor these responsibilities, follow the most rigorous
work ethic, observe integrity and honesty, comply with applicable laws and
regulations of China and recipient countries or regions, and strive for maximum
returns within acceptable risk tolerance for our shareholder.

Responsibility

Synergy: Teamwork, guided by a common purpose and holistic thinking, is central
to our sustainable development. We encourage cooperation and cohesion across
departments to create synergies that spur ourselves forward to achieve our stated
KSEPWIJćGMIRXP]
Professionalism: Professionalism and a rigorous work ethics are fundamental to
our success. Our solid, prudent, and disciplined investment approach has been
applied to every investment project with the greatest care and precision. Striving
for excellence in performance, we adhere to the highest level of professionalism
across the company.
Aspiration: Aspiring to excellence drives us forward and guarantees sustained and
greater success. Committed to building a learning enterprise, we encourage best
practices and constant self-improvement across the company for greater
achievement.

Synergy

Professionalism

Aspiration
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%WEVIWTSRWMFPIMRZIWXQIRXćVQ[IVIQEMRGSQQMXXIH
to discharging our corporate social responsibilities. We
also make sure when making investments that we
comply with applicable laws and regulations of China
and recipient countries or regions, and respect local
social norms and public opinion (See Box 1 and Box 2).
We are committed to a zero-tolerance approach to
corruption and bribery. We have issued and published
on our website the Code of Conduct and Guidelines on
4VIZIRXMRK'SRĈMGXWSJ-RXIVIWX[LMGLMRGPYHI
anti-corruption and anti-bribery policies applicable to
all CIC employees. We also expect our business
partners, counterparties, service providers, and agents
to acknowledge and implement our anti-corruption and
anti-bribery policies in their dealings with us.
Since releasing the CIC Culture Consensus in 2012, we
have taken steps to impart our corporate culture,
starting with improving perceptions, fostering a
common identity and adhering to corporate values. Our
corporate culture helps mold the desired employee
behavior, build cohesion and instill a sense of belonging
among employees — the cultural buttress for sustaining
CIC’s development. Underpinning these goals are
mechanisms to facilitate internal communication,
information sharing, inter-department collaboration
and cultural orientation. This enables the CIC culture to
take root and be assimilated in the employees’ conduct
and professional ethics.

Many activities help develop a healthy corporate culture.
8LI'SVTSVEXI'YPXYVI=IEVERERRYEPIZIRXLEWFIIR
held on various themes relating to synergy, compliance
and cohesion, and a sense of mission and responsibility.
Accolades include the Heartstrings CIC Employee
(Team) award, the Outstanding Investment Team award
and Outstanding Supporting Team award, as well as The
CIC Culture: My Vision essay competition, the Our CIC
photo exhibition, and the CIC Seminar.
At the CIC Seminar on Growth and Aspirations in 2016,
staff shared their perceptions of our mission. Through
this activity, we encouraged people to take charge and
deliver their work with passion. Field trips under various
themes such as the Belt and Road Initiative, Made in
China 2025 and Mass Entrepreneurship and Innovation
helped employees gain knowledge on the ground, hone
their skills and expand their horizons. As part of our
corporate social responsibility, we sponsored
Mainland-Hong Kong youth exchange programs
SVKERM^IHF]XLI%PP'LMRE=SYXL*IHIVEXMSR8LI
programs allowed young representatives from Hong
/SRKXSTEVXMGMTEXIMRXLI2EXMSREP=SYXL*MRERGMIV
Forum, enabling them to understand the economic and
ćRERGMEPPERHWGETIMRXLIQEMRPERHERHLIPTIH
strengthen their national identity. The CIC Staff Sports
Day, intra-department team-building and staff-care
activities contributed to better mental and physical
wellness among staff, and strengthened cohesion and
the sense of identity.
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Box 1: Supporting Green and Sustainable Development
Combating climate change and achieving green and sustainable development
are closely linked to the well-being of a country’s people, and sovereign
wealth funds, including CIC, are paying more attention to both. As a member
of the International Forum of Sovereign Wealth Funds (IFSWF), CIC works
[MXLSXLIVWSZIVIMKR[IEPXLJYRHWXSćRH[E]WXSJYPćPMXWGSVTSVEXIWSGMEP
responsibilities. Given its concern for global well-being, CIC has pledged
support for IFSWF’s climate change working group, contributing as a
responsible investor to addressing climate change.

Box 2: Helping the Poor and Underprivileged
Based on its business portfolio, CIC capitalizes on its resources to work with
the relevant government authorities in mobilizing private funding to help the
poor and underprivileged. Through creative use of public-private
partnerships, industry funds, bond issues and public listings, we have
explored ways to alleviate poverty, and in doing so, accrued enormous
corporate goodwill.
Support for Education
Viewing education as an important means of alleviating poverty and driving
social and economic development, CIC has been supporting the construction
SJGPEWWVSSQWPEFSVEXSVMIWERHKIRIVEPSJćGIFYMPHMRKWSJ7LMFMRK'SYRX]
Secondary Vocational School in Guizhou Province. Now completed and in use,
the facilities have notably improved the school’s teaching capacity.
Sustainable Development
CIC commits itself to adopting targeted poverty alleviation and reduction
measures by studying the economic realities and actual development needs
SJXLIGSYRXMIWMXWYTTSVXW;MXL1SYRX=YRXEMSJćGMEPP]VIGSKRM^IHEWE;SVPH
Natural Heritage site, CIC has advised the local government to transform
tourism into a pillar industry and provided funds to improve the service
infrastructure in the Shanmu River area. By supporting different industries,
CIC has helped Shibing County end poverty and achieve sustainable
development.
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Corporate Governance
Pursuant to the Company Law of China, CIC established
the Board of Directors and the Board of Supervisors,
and it created the Executive Committee to enforce the
resolutions of the Board of Directors. CIC assigned
[IPPHIćRIHVIWTSRWMFMPMXMIWERHIJJIGXMZIGLIGOWERH
balances among the three.
CIC improved its organizational and functional
structure, as well as company rules and workstream
standards. CIC also established a mechanism for
WGMIRXMćGHIGMWMSRQEOMRKERHEYXLSVM^EXMSRTYXMR
place a comprehensive risk management system, and
HIZIPSTIHEWSTLMWXMGEXIHERHHMZIVWMćIHMRZIWXQIRX
platform. CIC built on its governance model by adopting
EWGMIRXMćGHIZIPSTQIRXSYXPSSOERHMQTVSZMRKMXW
QEREKIQIRXERHSTIVEXMSREPIJćGMIRG]
The Board of Directors is authorized to oversee the
company’s operations, evaluate its overall performance,
and make decisions on important matters in accord with
the Articles of Association. Based on objectives and
principles stipulated by the State Council, the Board
reviews and approves the company’s development
strategies, operational guidelines, and investment
plans. It also decides on matters related to the
MQTPIQIRXEXMSRSJGSVTSVEXIWXVEXIKMIWMHIRXMćIWQENSV
issues to report to the shareholder, appoints and
removes senior executives, and decides on or
authorizes the establishment of management bodies as
necessary. The Remuneration Committee, which
reviews the compensation policies for senior executives
and oversees the execution of these policies, is
organized under the Board of Directors. In 2016, the
Board of Directors played a strategic and leading role by
following the international macroeconomic landscape
more closely, carefully formulating annual operation
plans and budgets, improving the investment
management framework, and revising rules on
performance bonus. As a result, CIC’s management and
investment capabilities were continuously reinforced.
The Board of Supervisors is responsible for monitoring
the performance of directors and executives in the
execution of their duties as well as the effectiveness of
supervisory procedures within the company. Also in
charge of the Department of Internal Audits, the Board
of Supervisors selects external auditors and monitors
'-'ÞWEGGSYRXMRKERHćRERGMEPJYRGXMSRW-RXLI
Board of Supervisors enhanced the supervisory system
ERHFIXXIVQSRMXSVIHXLIJYPćPPQIRXSJHYXMIWSJ
directors and senior executives. By conducting auditing
investigations on investment management, economic
responsibility, and shareholding, it improved overseas
investment management and operations.

mechanisms, performance evaluations, and
remuneration. In 2016, the Executive Committee
studied the company’s major strategic development
MWWYIWMRVIćRIHMXWZEVMSYWW]WXIQWERH
processes, and reviewed and improved the investment
accountability system. It also conducted systematic
reviews of past investment projects to strengthen our
capabilities as an institutional investor, and observed
ćRERGMEPERHEGGSYRXMRKTSPMGMIWERHVYPIWXSLSRISYV
FEWMGćRERGMEPQEREKIQIRXSTIVEXMSRW%RHMXWXYHMIH
the establishment of a long-term incentive mechanism,
MRXIRWMćIHMQTPIQIRXEXMSRSJXLIMRGIRXMZIERH
obligation schemes, and created a professional human
resource management system.
CIC’s International Advisory Council (IAC), founded in
2009, is an internal advisory body consisting of
world-renowned experts, entrepreneurs and
academics. IAC’s mandate is to advise CIC on its overall
development strategy and planning and overseas
MRZIWXQIRXW-XEPWSSJJIVWMRWMKLXWMRXSćRERGMEP
markets, investment trends, and political and economic
issues at the global level. Vice Premier of the State
Council meets with IAC members every year to
exchange views on the prevailing global economic and
ćRERGMEPWMXYEXMSRERH'LMREÞWIGSRSQMGVIJSVQWERH
development. By the end of 2016, CIC had convened
eight IAC annual meetings and appointed the members
of the 4 th IAC. In total, 24 distinguished persons from 15
GSYRXVMIWERHVIKMSRWSJćZIGSRXMRIRXWLEZIIMXLIV
served or are currently serving as IAC members.
IAC members share with CIC, through daily
communication, mutual visits and the distribution of
VIWIEVGLćRHMRKWXLIMVMRWMKLXWMRXSKPSFEPTSPMXMGEPERH
IGSRSQMGXVIRHWERHQENSVIZIRXW8SLEZIćVWXLERH
knowledge on China’s economic development, they have
also participated in activities organized by the IAC
WIGVIXEVMEXWYGLEWćIPHXVMTWXS(YRLYERKMR+ERWY
Province and to Shenzhen in Guangdong Province in the
context of the Belt and Road Initiative and Science and
Technology-Driven Innovation. IAC members are
goodwill ambassadors, communicating China’s
economic realities and showing the world their
GSRćHIRGIMR'LMREÞWIGSRSQ]
At the 8 th IAC annual meeting in September 2016, IAC
members shared their valuable perspectives of the
QEGVSIGSRSQMGERHćRERGMEPIRZMVSRQIRXXLI
investment opportunities and risks, the asset
allocations of long-term institutional investors and the
major challenges.

In association with the Board of Directors, CIC’s
Executive Committee translates the guidance of the
Board of Directors into detailed strategies and oversees
CIC’s day-to-day operations. It has the authority to make
required operating decisions, including decisions on
basic rules, institutional adjustments, operating
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Organization Chart
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Board of Directors

8Y+YERKWLES
Vice Chairman and President
Mr. Tu Guangshao is Vice Chairman and President of CIC.
Immediately prior to this, he served as Executive Vice
Mayor and Vice Mayor of Shanghai. He held several
positions in China Securities Regulatory Commission,
including Vice Chairman, Secretary-General, General
Manager of the Shanghai Stock Exchange, and Director
General of the Department of Trading. He also worked as
Deputy Director of the National Financial Market’s
Quotation and Trading Information System Center of
People’s Bank of China, and Director and Deputy General
Manager of the China Securities Trading System
Corporation.
Mr. Tu, born in 1959, holds a master’s degree in
economics from Peking University and is accorded Senior
Economist by the Ministry of Human Resources and
Social Security.

.MERK;IM\MR
Independent Director
Mr. Jiang Weixin is an Independent Director of CIC.
Previously, He was Minister of Housing and Urban-Rural
Development and Vice Chairman of the National
Development and Reform Commission. He also served as
Vice Chairman and Director General of the Department of
Investment at the State Development and Planning
Commission; Director General and Vice Director General
of the Department of Key Construction, and Deputy
Director of the Investment Research Institute at the State
Planning Commission.
Mr. Jiang, born in 1949, holds a bachelor's degree in
journalism from Peking University.

>LERK<MESUMERK
Independent Director
Mr. Zhang Xiaoqiang, an Independent Director of CIC, was
Vice Chairman of the National Development and Reform
Commission (NDRC). He also served as Secretary
General of the State Development & Planning
Commission (SDPC), a predecessor to the NDRC,
Director General of the Department of Foreign Investment
at the State Planning Commission, a predecessor to the
SDPC, and an Economic Counselor at the Chinese
Embassy in the United States. He served as a
Non-Executive Director of CIC from September 2007 to
July 2014.
Mr. Zhang, born in 1952, holds a bachelor's degree in
economics from Peking University.
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,Y>YGEM
Non-Executive Director
Mr. Hu Zucai, a Non-Executive Director of CIC, is Vice
Chairman of the National Development and Reform
Commission (NDRC). Previously, he served as Deputy
Secretary General and Director General of the Social
Development Department at NDRC and Deputy Director
+IRIVEPSJXLI,IEPXL'EVI6IJSVQ3JćGISJXLI7XEXI
Council. He also worked as Deputy Mayor of Guiyang City
in Guizhou Province, and Deputy Director General of the
Foreign Capital and Overseas Investment Department at
the State Development and Planning Commission, a
predecessor to the NDRC.
Mr. Hu, born in 1961, holds a bachelor's degree in
engineering from Zhejiang University.

1V7LM=ESFMRE2SR)\IGYXMZI(MVIGXSVSJ'-'MW:MGI
Minister of Finance. Previously, he served as Director
General of Hunan Provincial Finance Department, Mayor
of Xiangtan City in Hunan Province and Director General
and Deputy Director General of the Department of Tax
Policy at the Ministry of Finance.
Mr. Shi, born in 1958, holds a Ph.D. in economics from
Research Institute for Fiscal Science, the Ministry of
Finance.

Mr. Zhang Xiangchen is a Non-Executive Director of CIC.
Previously, he served as Deputy China International Trade
Representative, Assistant Minister of the Ministry of
Commerce (MOFCOM), Director General of the
Department of Policy Research of MOFCOM, Deputy
Representative and Minister (DG-level) of China's
Permanent Mission to the WTO, Director General of the
(ITEVXQIRXSJ;83%JJEMVWERHXLI'LMRE;832SXMćGEXMSR
and Inquiry Center, Deputy Director General at the
Department of International Trade and Economic Affairs of
the Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation.
Mr. Zhang, born in 1965, holds a Ph.D. in international
politics from Peking University.
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Mr. Pan Gongsheng, a Non-Executive Director of CIC, is
Deputy Governor of People's Bank of China and
Administrator of State Administration of Foreign Exchange.
Previously, He served as Executive Director and Vice
President of the Agricultural Bank of China Ltd., and Vice
President of the Agricultural Bank of China. Prior to that,
Mr. Pan held several positions in the Industrial and
Commercial Bank of China Ltd., including General Manager
of Corporate Strategy and Investor Relations, Director of
+IRIVEP3JćGISJXLI&SEVHSJ(MVIGXSVW+IRIVEP1EREKIV
SJ*MRERGMEP4PERRMRKXLI.SMRX7XSGO6IJSVQ3JćGI
Secretary of the Board of Directors; and several positions in
Industrial and Commercial Bank of China, including
General Manager and Deputy General Manager of Financial
Planning, Vice President of Shenzhen Branch and Deputy
General Manager of Human Resources.
Mr. Pan, born in 1963, holds a Ph.D. in economics from
Renmin University of China.

Mr. Fang Shangpu, a Non-Executive Director of CIC, is Deputy
Administrator of the State Administration of Foreign
Exchange (SAFE). He previously served as Chief Accountant
of SAFE and Deputy Administrator of SAFE Shanghai Branch,
Vice President of People's Bank of China Shanghai Branch
and Vice President of Fujian Industrial Bank.
Mr. Fang, born in 1956, holds a master's degree in economics
from Xiamen University.

1V*ER=SRKER)QTPS]II(MVIGXSVMW,IEHSJ,YQER
Resources of CIC. Immediately prior to this, he served as
Director of Human Resources, Deputy Head and Head of
Institutional Integrity of CIC. In his earlier career, Mr. Fan
served as Deputy General Manager of Human Resources of
China Galaxy Securities Co., Ltd., Deputy General Manager
of Investment Management, Deputy Director General of
4VIWMHIRX W3JćGIERH,IEHSJ,YQER6IWSYVGIWSJ'LMRE
Economic Development Trust & Investment Company, and
Principal Staff of Fiscal and Financial Department at the
State Planning Commission.
Mr. Fan, born in 1961, holds a bachelor's degree in
economics from Zhongnan University of Economics and
Law.

*SVQIV(MVIGXSVW PIEZMRKSJćGIJVSQ.YP]XS.YRI 
Ding Xuedong (Chairman and CEO, July 2013-Februray 2017)
Li Keping )\IGYXMZI(MVIGXSV:MGI4VIWMHIRXERH'LMIJ-RZIWXQIRX3JćGIV.YP]*IFVYEV]:MGI'LEMVQER4VIWMHIRXERH'LMIJ-RZIWXQIRX3JćGIV*IFVYEV].YRI
Hu Xiaolian (Non-Executive Director, September 2007-July 2016)
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Board of Supervisors

Mr. Guo Haoda is Chairman of the Board of Supervisors of
CIC. Previously, he served as Executive Director and
Executive Vice President of Agricultural Bank of China Ltd.
(ABC). He held several positions during his career at ABC,
including Executive Vice President of ABC and Head of
Beijing Branch, Head of Jiangsu Branch, Head of Shenzhen
Branch and Head of Suzhou Branch in Jiangsu Province.
Mr. Guo, born in 1957, holds a bachelor's degree and is
accorded a Senior Economist by the Ministry of Human
Resources and Social Security. He is an awardee of the
State Council Expert Special Allowance.

Mr. Zhang Tong, Supervisor of CIC, is a member of the CPC
0IEHIVWLMT+VSYTEX2EXMSREP%YHMX3JćGIERH(MVIGXSVSJ
Central Economic Responsibility Auditing Joint
'SRJIVIRGIÞW3JćGI4VMSVXSXLMWLI[EW:MGI+SZIVRSVSJ
Hubei Province and held several positions at Ministry of
Finance, including Assistant Minister, Director of the
+IRIVEP3JćGI(MVIGXSV+IRIVEPSJXLI8VIEWYV]
Department, Deputy Director General of the Treasury
Department, and Deputy Director General of the
Department of Local Affairs.
Mr. Zhang, born in 1956, holds a Ph.D. in economics from
Xiamen University.

Mr. Wang Zhaoxing, Supervisor of CIC, is Vice Chairman of
the China Banking Regulatory Commission (CBRC).
Previously, he served as Assistant Chairman and Director
General of Banking Supervision Department III of CBRC, as
well as Head of China Banking Supervision Group
(Director-General-level) and Deputy Director General of
Bank Supervision Department I of the People's Bank of
China.
Mr. Wang, born in 1959, holds a Ph.D. in economic from
Shaanxi University of Finance and Economics.
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1V.MERK=ERK7YTIVZMWSVSJ'-'MW:MGI'LEMVQERSJ'LMRE
Security Regulatory Commission (CSRC). Previously, he
served as Assistant Chairman of CSRC, President of the
Shanghai Futures Exchange, Director of Intermediary
Supervision Department of CSRC, Deputy Director General
of the Non-banking Financial Institutions Regulation
(ITEVXQIRXERH(ITYX](MVIGXSVSJXLI+IRIVEP3JćGIEX
People’s Bank of China.
Mr. Jiang, born in 1956, holds a Ph.D. in economics.

Mr. Cui Guangqing, an Employee Supervisor, is Deputy Head
of the Discipline Inspection Commission and Head of the
7YTIVZMWSV]&SEVH3JćGI-RXIVREP%YHMX(ITEVXQIRXSJ'-'
&IJSVINSMRMRK'-'LIWIVZIHEXXLI2EXMSREP%YHMX3JćGI
where he held various positions, including Director General
SJXLI-RJSVQEXMSRERH4SWXEP%YHMX3JćGIERH(ITYX]
Director General of the Department of Monetary Audit.
Mr. Cui, born in 1964, holds a Ph.D. in economics from Xi’an
Jiaotong University.

*SVQIV7YTIVZMWSVW PIEZMRKSJćGIJVSQ.YP]XS.YRI 
Dong Dasheng (Supervisor, May 2011-July 2016)
Zhou Mubing (Supervisor, May 2011-July 2016)
Zhuang Xinyi (Supervisor, May 2011-July 2016)
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Executive Committee

Tu Guangshao Vice Chairman and President

Guo Xiangjun Executive Vice President

Guo Haoda Chairman of the Board of Supervisors

Yang Wenqing Secretary of the Discipline Inspection Commission

Ju Weimin Executive Vice President

Qi Bin Executive Vice President

Bai Tao Executive Vice President

Zhao Haiying'LMIJ6MWO3JćGIV

Liu Jun Executive Vice President

From left to right
Qi Bin, Guo Xiangjun, Bai Tao, Guo Haoda, Tu Guangshao, Ju Weimin, Liu Jun, =ERK;IRUMRK Zhao Haiying
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Former Members PIEZMRKSJćGIJVSQ.YP]XS.YRI 
Ding Xuedong (Chairman and CEO, July 2013-Februray 2017)
Li Keping )\IGYXMZI(MVIGXSV:MGI4VIWMHIRXERH'LMIJ-RZIWXQIRX3JćGIV.YP]*IFVYEV]
:MGI'LEMVQER4VIWMHIRXERH'LMIJ-RZIWXQIRX3JćGIV*IFVYEV].YP]
Liu Guiping (Executive Vice President, June 2014-July 2016)
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International Advisory Council

Asia
Member

From

Zeng Peiyan

China

Chairman, China Center for International Economic Exchanges;
former Vice Premier of the State Council, China

Shaukat Aziz

Pakistan

Former Prime Minister of Pakistan; former Executive Vice President, Citibank

.YWXMR=MJY0MR

China

Honorary Dean and Professor, National School of Development, Peking
University; former Chief Economist and Senior Vice President, World Bank

Frederick Ma

Hong Kong, China

Chairman, MTR Corporation Ltd.; Honorary Professor, School of Economics
and Finance, University of Hong Kong; former Secretary of Commerce and
Economic Development, the Government of the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region, China

=MRK]M5MER

China

Dean and Professor, School of Economics and Management, Tsinghua
University

Andrew Sheng

Malaysia

Chief Advisor to the China Banking Regulatory Commission; former
Chairman, Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong

Hong Kong, China

Executive Vice President of the China Society for Finance and Banking;
Distinguished Research Fellow of the Lau Chor Tak Institute of Global
Economics and Finance; former Chief Executive of the Hong Kong Monetary
Authority

.SWITL=EQ

Title

Africa
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Member

From

Title

Omari Issa

Tanzania

CEO, Jakaya Mrisho Kikwete Foundation; Chairman, International Board,
AMREF Health Africa

John H. Maree

South Africa

Chairman, Liberty Group; Deputy Chairman and former CEO, Standard Bank
Group
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Americas
Member

From

Title

David Denison

Canada

Chairman, Hydro One Ltd.; former CEO, Canada Pension Plan Investment Board

Merit E. Janow

United States

Dean, School of International and Public Affairs, and Professor of Practice,
International Economic Law and International Affairs, Columbia University;
former member of the Appellate Body of the World Trade Organization

Jorge Paulo Lemann

Brazil

Director, Kraft Heinz Company

John L. Thornton

United States

Chairman, Board of Trustees of the Brookings Institution; Chairman, Barrick
Gold Corporation; former President, Goldman Sachs Group

Europe
Member

From

Title

Dame DeAnne Julius

United Kingdom

Chair, University College London ; former Chair, Chatham House

Knut N. Kjaer

Norway

Chairman, FSN Capital Partners and Sector Asset Management, Norway;
former CEO, Norges Bank Investment Management

Jean Lemierre

France

Chairman, BNP Paribas; former President, European Bank for Reconstruction
and Development

Oceania
Member
Paul Costello

From
Australia

Title
Member, Payments System Board, Reserve Bank of Australia; former General
Manager, Australian Future Fund; former CEO, New Zealand Superannuation Fund

Secretary-General
Liu Fangyu

China

Head, Department of Public Relations and International Cooperation, CIC
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CIC is committed to
its role as a prudent,
professional, and
responsible investor
operating globally with
a good reputation.
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Investment Strategy and Management

Investment Principles and Philosophies

Investment Decision-Making

CIC is committed to its role as a prudent, professional,
and responsible investor operating globally with a
good reputation.

7MRGIMXWMRGITXMSR'-'LEWIWXEFPMWLIHEWGMIRXMćG
disciplined, and effective decision-making framework.
The Investment Committee of CIC International (the
Investment Committee) and the Investment and
Management Committee of CIC Capital (the Investment
and Management Committee) make investment
decisions separately. In addition, to enhance the
IJćGMIRG]ERHUYEPMX]SJMRZIWXQIRXHIGMWMSRQEOMRK
and to clarify project management responsibilities,
investment authorization plans are formulated to grant
discretionary authority to investment teams.

Four principles underlie CIC’s investment activities:
CIC invests on a commercial basis. Its objective is to
seek maximum returns for its shareholder within
acceptable risk tolerance.
'-'MWEćRERGMEPMRZIWXSVERHHSIWRSXWIIOGSRXVSPSJ
the companies in its portfolio.
CIC is a responsible investor, abiding by the laws and
regulations of China and of recipient countries or
VIKMSRWERHGSRWGMIRXMSYWP]JYPćPPMRKMXWGSVTSVEXI
social responsibilities.
CIC pursues investments based on in-depth research
within an asset allocation framework to ensure a
prudent and disciplined approach in both
decision-making and investment activities.
CIC follows a set of investment philosophies based on
its own characteristics and understanding of
investment management:
CIC takes a holistic and disciplined approach to
strategy design and portfolio construction, analysis,
and management to ensure a well-disciplined
portfolio with integrity and stability.
As a long-term investor, CIC is well positioned to
withstand short-term market volatilities and capture
illiquidity premiums.
'-'GSRXMRYIWXSTYVWYIVMWOHMZIVWMćGEXMSRF]
spreading risk factor allocation in a bid to reduce
portfolio volatility and curb downside risks.
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Formulating investment policies, strategies, and
performance and risk targets in line with the guidelines
HIćRIHF]XLI&SEVHSJ(MVIGXSVWERHXLI)\IGYXMZI
Committee, the Investment Committee and the
Investment and Management Committee also formulate
their own investment policies and processes, regularly
hold meetings (ad hoc sessions when necessary) to
review investment proposals and make their decisions,
which are implemented by related senior executives and
investment departments and teams.
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Decision-Making Flow Chart

To formulate mid- and
long-term strategies

Board of
Directors

To set return targets
To set investment horizon

Executive
Committee

General investment
decision-making on asset
allocation, policy portfolio,
tactical asset allocation,
rebalance of portfolios, and
currency management
New investment projects

To conduct research and decide on
major business and operational
issues of the company

Overall arrangement, plans
and strategies for direct
investments overseas

Investment
Committee

Investment and
Management
Committee

Adjustment and exit of existing
investment projects
Construct sub-strategies
and manage investment
portfolio within the asset
allocation and risk
management framework of
CIC International
Make investment decisions
as authorized

Investment
Departments

Investment
Departments

New investment projects
Adjustment, management, and
exit of existing investment
projects

Construct investment
strategies and manage
investment portfolio within
the investment planning
and risk management
framework of CIC Capital
Make investment decisions
as authorized
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Investment Departments of CIC International
The Department of Asset Allocation is responsible for developing
investment policies, proposing strategic asset allocation plans,
managing exposures of the CIC overall portfolio. It functions as the
Secretariat for the Investment Committee. It manages the trading room
as well.
The Department of Public Equity is responsible for actively managing
public equity investments globally.
The Department of Fixed Income and Absolute Return is responsible
JSVEGXMZIP]QEREKMRKć\IHMRGSQIEFWSPYXIVIXYVRERHQYPXMEWWIX
portfolio.
The Department of Private Equity is responsible for industrywide
private equity investment through direct investments or funds in
industries other than energy, resources, agriculture, forestry,
LYWFERHV]ćWLIVMIWERHMRJVEWXVYGXYVI-XGSRHYGXWGVIHMXSTTSVXYRMX]
investment as well.
The Department of Real Estate is responsible for constructing direct
investment portfolio in the global real estate market and selecting and
managing private equity real estate funds and co-investments. It
conducts investment in real estate in public markets as well.
CIC International (Hong Kong) is responsible for the entrusted global
investment-grade corporate bond strategy portfolio, China-Hong Kong
equity strategy portfolio, the sub-strategy portfolio focusing on special
credit opportunities among Chinese enterprises and the US high-yield
bond portfolio.

Investment Departments of CIC Capital
Investment Department I is responsible for direct investments in
infrastructure, mining, and energy (oil and gas) and for managing
related bilateral, multilateral, and platform fund investments, and
co-investments.
Investment Department II is responsible for direct investments in
sectors other than agriculture and the three sectors managed by
Investment Department I and for managing related bilateral,
multilateral, and platform fund investments, and co-investments.
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Portfolio Construction
'-'ÞWKPSFEPTSVXJSPMSGSRWMWXWSJTYFPMGIUYMX]ć\IH
income, alternative assets (See Box 3) and cash and
others.

4YFPMGIUYMX]

Equity investment in listed companies

*M\IHMRGSQI

Bonds, including sovereign, corporate, and agency bonds

%PXIVREXMZIEWWIXW

'EWLERHSXLIVW

Hedge funds, multi-asset investments, industry-wide
direct investments, industry-wide private equity,
VIWSYVGIWGSQQSHMXMIWVIEPIWXEXIERHMRJVEWXVYGXYVI
Cash, overnight deposits, and US Treasury bills

Box 3: Alternative Assets
The past four decades saw the gradual emergence of
sovereign wealth funds, pension funds, endowment
funds and other large institutional investors, whose
asset-allocation models evolved with the development of
ćRERGIXLISVMIWERHKPSFEPćRERGMEPQEVOIXW-RMXMEPP]
investments by pension funds and endowment funds
[IVILMKLP]GSRWXVEMRIHXSTYFPMGIUYMX]ERHć\IH
income. Over time, some US endowment funds ventured
into alternative investments such as private equity and
hedge funds, yielding satisfactory returns and enabling
asset allocation frameworks to evolve further. Today,
alternative assets are an important component of large
institutional investors’ portfolio.
Different from traditional asset classes such as public
IUYMX]ERHć\IHMRGSQIEPXIVREXMZIEWWIXWX]TMGEPP]VIJIV
to hedge funds, multi-asset investments, private equity,
private credit, real assets, etc. Alternative assets offer
FIRIćXWJSVEWWIXEPPSGEXMSRMRQER][E]W*MVWXXLI]
GERIRLERGIHMZIVWMćGEXMSRFIGEYWISJXLIPS[
correlation with traditional assets. Second, the expected
excess return of private assets is higher since private
QEVOIXMWPIWWIJćGMIRXERHLEWPS[IVXVERWEGXMSR
valuation than public market. Therefore, allocating a
reasonable portion of capital to alternative assets can
generate higher expected return than a traditional
TSVXJSPMSGSQTVMWMRKSRP]TYFPMGIUYMX]ERHć\IHMRGSQI
while maintaining the same risk level. Since alternative
asset exposure cannot be obtained passively,
institutional investors must evaluate their own
investment capabilities, internal decision-making

process and execution cost to ensure that the net
returns could meet their expectations.
In CIC’s early days, CIC learnt from US endowment
model and the target weight of alternative assets was
relatively high. Then CIC steadily invested in alternative
assets based on the allocation plan. The portfolio
construction process was a combination of top-down
and bottom-up approaches. CIC optimized its portfolio
FEWIHSRXLIVMWOVIXYVRTVSćPISJEWWIXGPEWWIWERH
QEVOIXGETEGMX]%RHJSVIEGLWTIGMćGEWWIXGPEWWXLI
investment strategy considered CIC’s competitive
advantages and investment objectives. Under current
6IJIVIRGI4SVXJSPMSJVEQI[SVO'-'LEWHIćRIHXLI
funding mix rule for each alternative asset based on the
risk-matching principle. Then alternative assets
investments could be evaluated from the perspectives
of risk contribution and opportunity cost which could
strengthen discipline in portfolio construction process.
By the end of 2016, alternative assets accounted for
37.24% of the CIC overall portfolio and generated
WEXMWJEGXSV]HMZIVWMćGEXMSRIJJIGXERHLMKLIVPSRKXIVQ
expected returns.
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Global Investment Portfolio Distribution (as of December 31, 2016)
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Public Equity in the Global Portfolio (as of December 31, 2016)
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Fixed Income in the Global Portfolio
(as of December 31, 2016)

3.55%

53.96%

15.42%

Sovereign bonds of advanced economies

53.96%

Sovereign bonds of emerging economies

3.55%

27.07%
Corporate bonds

27.07%

Structured products and others

15.42%

Internally Managed Assets versus Externally Managed Assets in the Global Portfolio
(as of December 31, 2016)

33.89%
66.11%
Internal management

33.89%

External management

66.11%
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Investment Activities
-RXLIKPSFEPIGSRSQ]GSRXMRYIHXSVIGSZIVWSJXP]ERHćRERGMEP
markets became increasingly volatile.
In the United States, a strong labor market helped generate a steady
increase in consumption, and the economy rebounded with modest
MRĈEXMSR8LI)YVS^SRIMRXVSHYGIHYRGSRZIRXMSREPQSRIXEV]TSPMGMIWERH
EQMRSVćWGEPWXMQYPYWERHTVSHYGIHE[IEOVIGSZIV]XLSYKLHIFXVMWOW
and structural problems continued to linger. Japan’s economy remained
sluggish as the downside of negative interest rates became increasingly
RSXEFPI[MXLTIVWMWXIRXHIĈEXMSRERHERIQMGMRZIWXQIRXWERH
consumption.
The economic recovery in the developed world and commodity rebound
FIRIćXIHXLIIQIVKMRKQEVOIXW[LMGLWLS[IHWMKRWSJVIGSZIV]FYX
[IVIWXMPPTPEKYIHF]GETMXEPSYXĈS[TVIWWYVIWGEYWIHF]I\TIGXEXMSRW
that the Federal Reserve would raise interest rates. China’s economy
grew slowly but steadily, and efforts were made to advance supply-side
VIJSVQWERHćRHXLIRI[H]REQMGFEPERGIFIX[IIRWYTTP]ERHHIQERH
Recurrent global “black swan” incidents, the Brexit referendum, the
perennially troubled European banking industry, and refugee crises and
terrorist attacks in the war-torn Middle East provoked turbulence in
KPSFEPćRERGMEPQEVOIXWERHSFWGYVIHEWWIWWQIRXWSJXLIMVHMVIGXMSR
%KEMRWXXLIFEGOHVSTSJGSQTPI\ERHĈYMHWMXYEXMSRWEXLSQIERH
abroad, CIC managed its investments actively and prudently, and was
able to achieve satisfactory results.
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Investment Management Activities of CIC International
%WWIXEPPSGEXMSR
In 2016, the CIC overall portfolio was well-managed
under the Reference Portfolio framework. We
successfully accomplished asset mix adjustment,
benchmark selection and strategy optimization. In
addition, we improved exposure management
methodology, updated portfolio rebalancing
mechanism, and formulated currency hedging policies.
In order to strengthen asset allocation capabilities, we
also developed the Strategic Partner Network program
as well as internal quantitative asset allocation strategy
(see Box 4), seeking to explore the dynamic asset
allocation on the adjustment of the CIC overall portfolio.
4YFPMGQEVOIXMRZIWXQIRX
'-'GSRXMRYIHXSVIćRIMXWQEREKIQIRXSJTYFPMG
market investments, optimize its organization structure
of strategies and improve its capacity to generate
excess returns.
Public market equities. We strengthened research on
macroeconomic conditions and changes in market
dynamics, improved the adaptability of the investment
strategy to the evolving market environment and
actively controlled downside risks. We also adjusted and
optimized the strategy structure, formulated thematic
global equity strategies and expanded the sources of
excess returns. Various instruments were used to
EREP]^IXLITVSćPIWSJI\XIVREPQEREKIVWERHXSEWWIWW
external managers and adjust as necessary.
Bonds and absolute returns. We reviewed and optimized
the portfolio composition, developed optimization plans
for various strategies and sub-strategies, and
MRXIRWMćIHTSWXMRZIWXQIRXQSRMXSVMRKERH
management. Quarterly reviews examined managers’
positions, performance attributes and market opinions.
The dynamic global bond allocation strategy was added
during the year, with a dynamic emerging market bond
sub-strategy. For hedge funds, we continued to optimize
the sub-strategy structure and allocation proportion,
and actively sought Alpha sources to increase returns.
Multi-asset strategy saw greater optimization of
managers for risk-parity, and reduced the concentration
of managers.
Internal management capabilities. We took steps to
develop in-house investments, carefully constituting the
global select internally managed portfolio, constantly
improving the internal investment procedures, and
strengthening capabilities for researching of
JYRHEQIRXEPWXSMRGVIEWIIJćGMIRG]MRMRZIWXQIRX
analysis. We developed two internally managed
quantitative portfolios — based on Sharpe Ratio
optimization and Information Ratio optimization — and
we continued to study and implement new quantitative
investment strategies. Our internally managed
investment capabilities better complemented and

supported the externally managed investment
capabilities. Several internally managed portfolios had
WMKRMćGERXP]SYXTIVJSVQIHXLIFIRGLQEVOWWMRGI
inception.
0SRKXIVQEWWIXQEREKIQIRX
We strengthened long-term asset allocation strategies
to improve the effectiveness of long-term investments.
Standardizing investment decision-making and project
monitoring procedures helped improve long-term asset
management. In 2016, we signed or approved 48
contracts for investment in private equity, real estate,
and private credit. We partially or fully exited several
direct investments with satisfactory results.
Private equity. We improved internal investment
decision-making, hired new top-tier managers and
renewed our commitment to high-performing managers
in order to optimize the industry-wide portfolio. We also
increased investment commitments to managers with a
strong track record to deepen long-term cooperation,
and we collaborated with managers to increase the
proportion of co-investments and co-sponsorship (see
Box 5).
Real estate. We created a multi-tiered structure of
managers, continued to optimize external management
and revamped the co-investment model. Believing in
investing in the best, we invested in several high-quality
and resilient core assets in major real estate markets in
the world that could generate stable long-term returns.
4SWXMRZIWXQIRXQEREKIQIRX;IGPIEVP]HIćRIH
responsibilities, and further standardized
post-investment processes. We introduced strict
controls to guard against operational risks, fostering
awareness of compliance. To mitigate risks, we
monitored investment portfolios, closely tracked major
events, and put precautionary measures in place. Ever
alert to potential opportunities in the market, we
reduced or exited certain investments as appropriate.
'-'-RXIVREXMSREP ,SRK/SRK adhered to CIC’s existing
investment and research discipline in actively and
prudently managing four portfolios: the entrusted global
investment-grade corporate bond strategy portfolio,
China-Hong Kong equity strategy portfolio, the
sub-strategy portfolio focusing on special credit
opportunities among Chinese enterprises and the US
high-yield bond portfolio. The total assets under
management by CIC International (Hong Kong) stood at
around $12 billion, and had been well performing. CIC
International (Hong Kong) also leveraged its
geographical advantage to conduct active exchanges
and interactions with peer institutions and to closely
monitor regional and global market dynamics. This
provided strong support for our investment research,
networking, and post-investment management.
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Box 4: Quantitative Asset Allocation Strategy
CIC has a three-level allocation framework: Reference Portfolio, Policy
Portfolio and Actual Portfolio. Through dynamic allocations of assets and
factors, we hope to obtain excess returns above the Reference Portfolio in
the Actual Portfolio. Our multi-asset dynamic allocation strategy includes
two complementary sub-strategies: externally managed investment and
internally managed quantitative investment.
The internally managed quantitative portfolio captures extensive market
opportunities by performing rigorous analysis on the market information
with solid economic theories. The investment decisions and executions are
highly disciplined. With this systematic approach, the asset allocation
HIGMWMSRWGERFIQEHIWEXMWJ]MRKXLIVIUYMVIQIRXWSJWGMIRXMćGVMKSV
7TIGMćGEPP]MXGSRWMWXWSJXLIJSPPS[MRKGLEVEGXIVMWXMGW
The investment models are based on modern portfolio and risk
management theories. It focuses on fundamental values as well as
macroeconomic forecasts and market sentiment changes.
The investment universe of this portfolio covers most of public market
asset classes in the CIC overall portfolio, including stock index futures,
bond futures and foreign exchange futures. It can generate returns from
multiple Alpha sources.
The investment decisions are driven by multi-asset quantitative models
which are developed internally. It also serves as a reference for overall
portfolio adjustment decisions as well as a tool in connection with
research, asset allocation and market.

Quantitative asset allocation strategy
Fundamental
factors

Macroeconomic
factors

Market
sentiment

Model-driven

Adjustment of
overall portfolio

Views from strategic partners
Discretionary analysis
Views from existing external managers

Internal opinions
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Box 5: Private Equity Investment Strategy
By accepting the illiquidity of long-term assets and discovering the
MRIJćGMIRG]SJXLITVMZEXIQEVOIXTVMZEXIIUYMX]GERKIRIVEXIVIPEXMZIP]LMKL
expected excess returns and help diversify risks in the overall portfolio. It is
ERMQTSVXERXTEVXSJXLIHMZIVWMćIHMRZIWXQIRXTSVXJSPMSWSJPEVKIMRWXMXYXMSREP
investors, including CIC.
Since 2008, CIC has started to build its private equity portfolio, which
currently consists of three main types: fund investment, co-investment and
co-sponsorship. For fund investment, we have established extensive
cooperation with the world’s major fund managers since inception. We have
gradually formed a global manager network spanning major regions,
strategies and industries and hired around 80 external managers across the
globe. For co-investments and co-sponsorship, we have relied on external
managers and our own network and platform resources to close more than
30 deals, encompassing such key areas as TMT, healthcare, consumption and
commercial services.
Over the past decade, CIC’s private equity (including private credit) investment
has entered a relatively mature stage, with a portfolio market value exceeding
$20 billion and cumulative returns exceeding $10 billion. The steady and
satisfactory investment returns are strong underpinnings of CIC’s overall
performance. Capacity building is based on practical investment needs,
whereby decision-making process and mechanism of private equity investment
are constantly improved and optimized. We have nurtured a private equity
investment team with extensive expertise and experience.
Private equity is a key area for CIC’s investments in long-term assets, and
investments in private equity will increase in the future. Given that the current
QEVOIXMWQEVOIHF]VMWMRKZEPYEXMSRERHćIVGIGSQTIXMXMSR[I[MPPFEWIHSR
holistic evaluations of managers in various categories, continue to optimize
our portfolio structure, and deepen collaboration with capable fund
managers. We will also broaden the sources of co-investment and
co-sponsorship, and ensure diligent post-investment management of existing
projects. Leveraging both internal and external resources and working with
all types of partners to tap good investment opportunities, we will also
maximize our competitive advantages in long-term capital, international
platforms and the China angle. We strive to achieve win-win outcomes that
FIRIćXEPPTEVXMIWXLVSYKLEGXMZIERHTVEKQEXMGGSSTIVEXMSR
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Investment and Management Activities of CIC Capital
In 2016, CIC Capital pressed ahead with its top-down
strategic design, and formulated the Outline of CIC
Capital’s Business Development Plan (2017-2026). It
optimized the organization of its investment
departments, adopted innovative approaches to revamp
MXWMRGIRXMZIWGLIQIERHMQTVSZIHXLIIJćGMIRG]SJMXW
human resource management. By considering the
characteristics of direct investment projects, it also
explored new ways to improve its investment
decision-making for speedy and effective investment
decisions. Rules and policies for operational support,
legal compliance and risk management were revised
and upgraded.
CIC Capital established long-term strategic
collaborations with international institutions and
conducted joint projects with several Chinese
companies. In 2016, CIC Capital made decisions to invest
in 16 projects, with a total commitment of about $5
billion .
Also in 2016, CIC Capital increased investments in
infrastructure, particularly high-quality core
infrastructure assets. It collaborated with peer
institutions, asset managers, sector investors and other
like-minded partners, and carried out landmark
projects in ports, railway, pipeline and

telecommunications in Europe, Oceania and Latin
America. These projects included UK National Grid's
gas distribution network, Nova Transportadora do
Sudeste S.A. (NTS, a system of natural gas
transmission assets in the southeast of Brazil), Port of
Melbourne in Australia (see Box 6), and the Australian
rail and port operator Asciano. CIC Capital also sought
market opportunities and invested in internet,
ćRERGMEPWWIVZMGIWERHSXLIVMRHYWXVMIW-XEHSTXIHE
value investing strategy, and closely followed the energy
ERHSXLIVVIWSYVGIWIGXSVWEGXMZIP]XSćRHMRZIWXQIRX
opportunities.
For existing investments, CIC Capital reviewed its
investment projects extensively and, based on the
market environment and project conditions, tailored a
post-investment management plan for each project. It
also tightened communication with portfolio companies
and other shareholders to add management value. And
it tracked some of its high-quality assets and explored
opportunities for increasing investments or for cashing
out and exiting at the right time to harvest returns.

Box 6: CIC Capital invested in Port of Melbourne
In November 2016, CIC teamed with Australia’s Future
Fund, the Queensland Investment Corporation, Global
Infrastructure Partners from the United States and the
Ontario Municipal Employees Retirement System from
Canada to form a consortium and acquired the Port of
Melbourne in Australia on a 50-year lease for 9.7 billion
Australian dollars.
Home to Australia’s largest container and vehicle cargo
facility, the port is well located near Melbourne’s
Central Business District. As an important part of
Australia’s national transport system, it is a premier
infrastructure asset with promising long-term
investment value.
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CIC’s investment in the Port of Melbourne increases the
proportion of assets generating stable returns within its
HMZIVWMćIHTSVXJSPMS-XLEWEPWSI\TERHIH'-'ÞWKPSFEP
infrastructure investment platform and deepened CIC’s
cooperation with other like-minded investors.
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Investment Management and Support
First, CIC improved the investment decision mechanism
and management rules. Rules for project monitoring
and deployed personnel were amended to improve
post-investment management. The investment
decision-making system was reviewed regularly and the
effectiveness of decisions evaluated to pave the way for
further optimization and adjustment.
Second, CIC strengthened the “research-driven”
investment principle. In-house research capabilities
were consolidated to form a dedicated research
department, which studied the macroenvironment,
strategic directions, industry developments, market
trends and investment strategies. A research platform
was being created to share resources and improve the
knowledge management system.
Third, CIC optimized the investment operation
framework. The evaluation system for external service
providers was improved and data platforms were
optimized to ensure smooth operations. The support
system for public market operations was also
standardized and digitized, with alternative investment
operations given more professional and customized
support. We also upgraded our support services, such
EWTE]QIRXWIXXPIQIRXERHćRERGMEPEGGSYRXMRK
Fourth, CIC adopted stricter budget implementation and
monitoring. We enhanced cost-apportionment based on
GSWXIJćGMIRG]EREP]WMWERHFIXXIVIRJSVGIHXLI
EGGSYRXMRKVYPIWXSIRKIRHIVLMKLIVUYEPMX]ćRERGMEP
reporting. Under the new Reference Portfolio asset
allocation framework, the mechanism for managing
MRZIWXQIRXPMUYMHMX][EWVIćRIHXSEGLMIZIGEWLZEPYI
TVIWIVZEXMSRERHETTVIGMEXMSR%ćRERGMRKQIGLERMWQ
for overseas investment was also developed.

biennial IT risk evaluations to ensure information
security and the proper functioning of general
operations and the maintenance of the application
systems and IT infrastructure. The back-up data center
was launched in Shanghai and disaster recovery drills
will now be held to ensure business continuity.
Sixth, CIC provided all-round legal, compliance and tax
support. Major regulatory developments were
monitored around the world, and their implications for
our businesses assessed. We also upgraded the
compliance monitoring system, implementing an
information barrier system so that legal and compliance
VMWOWGERFITVSQTXP]ERHTVSTIVP]MHIRXMćIHEWWIWWIH
and controlled.
Seventh, CIC strengthened efforts in anti-corruption
ERHTVIZIRXMSRSJGSRĈMGXWSJMRXIVIWXERHWYTIVZMWMSRSJ
governance and audit. Conversations with department
heads were held about their discharge of
responsibilities, areas highly exposed to the risk of
corruption were inspected, and employees were
educated on compliance. The directors’ and senior
executives’ discharge of duties were also supervised.
8LIGSQTER]EWWIWWIHXLIEGGSYRXMRKERHćRERGMEP
situations and audited the investment businesses and
economic responsibilities.

Fifth, CIC formed an Information Technology
Committee. The new committee developed a strategic
plan (2017-2021) for IT development. The plan requires
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Investment Performance
In 2016, CIC’s overseas portfolio posted a net annual return of 6.22%. Its net cumulative annualized return since
inception was 4.76%.

Investment performance of the global portfolio

=IEV

Net cumulative annualized return

Net annual return

2008

-2.1%

-2.1%

2009

4.1%

11.7%

2010

6.4%

11.7%

2011

3.8%

-4.3%

2012

5.02%

10.60%

2013

5.70%

9.33%

2014

5.66%

5.47%

2015

4.58%

-2.96%

2016

4.76%

6.22%

*Net cumulative annualized returns and the net annual return for 2008 are calculated since inception on
September 29, 2007
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'VIEXIHMRXLIQMHWXSJ'LMREÞWćRERGMEPVIJSVQ'IRXVEP
Huijin was initially mandated to inject capital into the
four major state-owned commercial banks : Industrial
and Commercial Bank of China, Agricultural Bank of
China, Bank of China and China Construction Bank. It
then went on to facilitate the reform and development of
QENSVWXEXIS[RIHćRERGMEPMRWXMXYXMSRWMRWIGYVMXMIW
and insurance industry. It drove the creation of a modern
corporate system in its holding companies, and helped
establish a standardized system of exercising
shareholder rights and performing shareholder
obligations. By consolidating and listing some of those
institutions, Central Huijin has developed a unique
ETTVSEGLXSQEREKMRKWXEXIS[RIHćRERGMEPGETMXEP

In 2016, Central Huijin's holding companies achieved a
stable and organic growth in serving the real economy
and supporting the adjustment of domestic economic
structure. Central Huijin helped its holding companies in
exploring multiple types of capital replenishments,
including the merger of China International Capital
Limited and China Investment Securities Co., Ltd. and
the H-share listing of China Securities Co., Ltd. Central
Huijin further enhanced its equity management capacity
[MXLEQEVOIXSVMIRXIHETTVSEGL[IPPHIćRIH
responsibility, detailed operational procedures and
robust management. Central Huijin conducted
comprehensive assessment on its holding companies
and played an active role in directing them to take
TVIGEYXMSREV]QIEWYVIWXSQMXMKEXIćRERGMEPVMWOW

4SVXJSPMS,SPHMRKWSJ'IRXVEP,YMNMR EWSJ(IGIQFIV

Company Name

Percentage

China Development Bank

34.68%

Industrial and Commercial Bank of China Limited

34.71%

Agricultural Bank of China Limited

40.03%

Bank of China Limited

64.02%

China Construction Bank Corporation

57.11%

China Everbright Group Ltd.

55.67%

China Everbright Bank Co., Ltd.

21.96%

China Export & Credit Insurance Corporation

73.63%

China Reinsurance (Group) Corporation

71.56%

New China Life Insurance Co., Ltd.

31.34%

China Jianyin Investment Limited

100.00%

China Galaxy Financial Holdings Co., Ltd.

78.57%

Shenwan Hongyuan Group Co., Ltd.

25.03%

China International Capital Corporation Limited

28.45%

China Securities Co., Ltd.

33.29%

China Investment Securities Co., Ltd.

100.00%

Jiantou Zhongxin Assets Management Co., Ltd.

70.00%

Guotai Junan Investment Management Co., Ltd.

14.54%
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Risk Management

Objective and Approach
The objective of risk management is to put in place effective policies, mechanisms, systems, and processes for
investment and operations to maximize the returns for the shareholder within an acceptable risk tolerance.
Risk management is a company-wide effort involving every business line, department, and individual. It is embedded
XLVSYKLSYXXLIMRZIWXQIRXPMJIG]GPIJVSQXLISZIVEPPTSVXJSPMSXSKIRIVEPEWWIXGPEWWIWERHXSWTIGMćGMRZIWXQIRX
strategies and sub-strategies.

System and Mechanism
'-'LEWEGSQTVILIRWMZIVMWOGPEWWMćGEXMSRERH
management system involving the Executive Committee,
Risk Management Committee, and relevant departments
to manage all kinds of risks: market, credit, operational,
liquidity, strategy, legal, reputational, and country risks.
In line with policies set by the Board of Directors and the
Executive Committee, the Risk Management Committee
oversees CIC’s risk management strategies and
approaches. Its key responsibilities include the
following: Reviewing risk management strategies,
policies and procedures; Determining the risk budgeting
and allocation plan; Reviewing risk management and
assessment reports; Reviewing assessment standards,
management schemes, and internal control
mechanisms for major risk drivers and events as well as
key business processes; Conducting periodic reviews of
XLIVMWOTVSćPISJEWWIXEPPSGEXMSRWERHXLII\IGYXMSRSJ
the allocated risk budgets; Reviewing the risk
management strategy and contingency plans for major
risk events; Reviewing other risk-related issues under
the authorization of the Executive Committee.
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The Risk Management Committee, which oversees the
risks in CIC’s investment and operation activities, is
comprised of the Chairman and CEO, President, related
)\IGYXMZI:MGI4VIWMHIRXW'LMIJ6MWO3JćGIVERHXLI
Heads of the Department of Risk Management, the
Department of Law and Compliance, the Department of
Public Relations and International Cooperation, the
Department of Asset Allocation, the Department of
Investment Operations, the Department of Finance and
Accounting, the Department of Internal Audit, the
+IRIVEP3JćGIERHXLI(ITEVXQIRXSJ6IWIEVGL3XLIV
members of senior management and the heads of the
investment departments attend Risk Management
Committee meetings as needed. The Operational Risk
Management Committee and the Valuation Committee
are two subcommittees established under the Risk
Management Committee.
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Three-layered system
Three
layers

It includes basic procedures and management
approaches designated according to different types of
risks and risk management guidelines.
-XTVSZMHIWMRWXMXYXMSREPKYEVERXIIWJSVWGMIRXMćG
[IPPHIćRIHERHSVHIVP]VMWOQEREKIQIRX

Three-tiered system
Three
tiers

It is a company-wide, inter-department, and
intra-department management system.
It standardizes risk management across various
operations, including investment, management, and
WYTIVZMWMSRXLIVIF]IRLERGMRKIJćGMIRG]ERH
standardization in operations and management.

Three lines of defense
8LIćVWXPMRISJHIJIRWIMRZIWXQIRXHITEVXQIRXWVIQEMR
well informed of the risks associated with the investment
products within their mandate and follow CIC’s risk
management rules in their investment activities.

Three lines
of defense

The second line of defense: the Department of Risk
Management sets risk limits on various asset classes
based on the risk budget; formulates the risk
management framework, mechanism and processes;
works with the Department of Law and Compliance and
the Department of Public Relations and International
Cooperation to monitor and manage risks across the
Committee.
The third line of defense: the Department of Internal Audit
and the Department of Institutional Integrity audit,
supervise, and evaluate company-wide risk management
to ensure procedural compliance and effectiveness in risk
management and internal controls and make
recommendations to redress inadequacies if these arise.
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Management of Multiple Types of Risks
-R'-'MRXIRWMćIHMXWGSQTVILIRWMZIVMWOQEREKIQIRXMQTVSZIHMXWVMWO
QEREKIQIRXW]WXIQERHIRLERGIHXLIMHIRXMćGEXMSRERHEWWIWWQIRXSJ
pre-investment risks and the monitoring and early warning of post-investment
risks. A risk factor system was implemented as part of continuing efforts to
buttress its factor model analytical framework (see Box 7) and the various risk
management tools. Existing Level II and Level III assets were promptly valuated
YWMRKWGMIRXMćGEPP]VMKSVSYWQIXLSHWERHZEPYEXMSRQSHIPWERHTEWXTVEGXMGIW
were reviewed and studied to facilitate standardizing asset valuations. Under the
new management and asset allocation structure, we changed the format of the
performance report and relied on a self-developed model to conduct regular
attribution analysis of the overall portfolio, major asset categories and investment
strategies. Recommendations were proposed for improving incidents concerning
operational risks and other unusual events, and implementation of the
recommended solutions was closely supervised and monitored.

Market Risk Management
CIC invests according to an underlying principle of gaining investment returns
within acceptable risk tolerance as set out in its overall business objectives.
We continued to enhance market risk monitoring and management and remain
informed of the performance of major capital markets. We also studied and
enhanced application of the Volatility Index to improve the Index’s predictability
and continuity. The business management processes of public market projects
[IVIEPWSSTXMQM^IHERHVIKYPEVQIIXMRKWERHFVMIćRKWSRQEVOIXVMWO[IVI
organized to analyze the strategies and its active returns.
To manage the overall portfolio risk, the risk factor perspective was introduced,
and Phase II of the Fengye System (the Risk and Performance Analysis System) is
under development for risk factor analysis.

Credit Risk Management
The major credit risks faced by CIC’s investments include sovereign credit risk,
counterparty credit risk, and the risk associated with invested assets.
Based on the risk exposure of our portfolio, we regularly publish the Sovereign
Credit Risk Report covering 110 countries and regions and produce occasional
thematic reports on market movements. We also conduct stress tests on
sovereign credit risks. We deepened research on the early warning system for
country exposure, using a comprehensive methodology based on expected loss,
exposure and concentration. And we continued to hone the counterparty
monitoring and management system, employing a dynamic approach to managing
the counterparty list.
'-'GSRWXERXP]XVEGOIHXLIGVIHMXVMWOTVSćPISJXLIMRZIWXIHEWWIXWERHMQTVSZIH
early warning and response. It urged investment departments to enhance
post-investment management and adjust or exit projects in a timely manner.
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Internal Control and Operational Risk Management
;IMQTVSZIHSYVTSPMGMIWERHTVSGIHYVIWERHVIćRIHSYVSTIVEXMSREPVMWO
management capabilities by setting up a tailored internal control and operational
risk management framework to support business. We improved the risk
management and internal control systems, and long-term mechanisms for
resolving different risk categories have become more robust. The efforts include
issuing 11 new risk management guidelines and revising 6 existing
investment-related risk management guidelines, such as Guidelines on the
Investment Manager Accountability, Guidelines on Due Diligence for Investment
Projects and Guidelines on Early Warning and Mitigation of Investment Risks.
We regularly assessed operational risks, and continued to improve the information
collection mechanism for operational risks. Operational risk events were
investigated and analyzed, and solutions recommended. We also stepped up the
monitoring of transactions and investment processes, launched business
continuity initiatives, and looked into developing administration guidelines relating
to business continuity.
CIC values the prevention and management of reputational risks, and has
continued to do well in information disclosure and tracking public opinion to
assess reputational risks. In selecting investment projects and partners, CIC
always considers reputational risk as a major factor in decision-making. CIC also
WIIOWXSJYPćPPMXWGSVTSVEXIWSGMEPVIWTSRWMFMPMX]ERHGVIEXIEJEZSVEFPIMQEKISJE
responsible corporate citizen and respectable partner.
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Box 7: The Risk Factor System
6MWOJEGXSVWEVIXLIJSVGIWXLEXWLETIćRERGMEPTVSHYGXW
ERHGLERKIWMRQEVOIXGSRXSYVWERHVIĈIGXQEVOIX
participants’ summarization of market patterns.
Compared with the profusely complex products
transacted in the marketplace, risk factors are limited in
number and simpler in structure, better representing
the essence of risk premium. With more stable
VMWOVIXYVRTVSćPIWVMWOJEGXSVWGERWIVZIEWIJJIGXMZI
analytical tools for investment decisions.
The traditional portfolio analysis approach was seriously
GLEPPIRKIHHYVMRKXLIćRERGMEPGVMWMWMRGVIEWMRK
attention to the risk factor method. Globally, many peer

institutions including sovereign wealth funds and
pension funds have adopted risk factor analysis to
varying degrees and reshaped their investment and risk
management accordingly. CIC has a multi-tiered
risk-factor framework with different granularities to
provide comprehensive support and perspectives for
decision-making by various levels of investment teams.
CIC will continue to enhance the risk factor framework
based on its business development needs, the market
environment and the latest research in the investment
industry.

Below is CIC’s current top-down risk factor framework:
Overview

Application

Macro

Macro factors are long-term driving forces behind the macroeconomy.
Through distribution analysis and tail risk assessment, they help in analyzing
XLITSVXJSPMSÞWVMWOVIXYVRTVSćPIYRHIVHMJJIVIRXIGSRSQMGWGIREVMSW1EGVS
factors form the basis of the test-based risk allocation approach.

Guides long-term growth of
the overall portfolio.

Portfolio

Portfolio factors drive the value changes across different asset classes. They
are usually used for analysis on the level of multi-asset portfolios to capture
market changes and price deviations in the mid- to long-term.

Helps construct the overall
portfolio and overall asset
allocation.

Strategy

7XVEXIK]JEGXSVWMRĈYIRGIEWWIXZEPYIGLERKIW[MXLMREGIVXEMREWWIXGPEWW
They are usually used for analysis on the level of investment portfolios to
capture market changes and price deviations in the short- to mid-term.

Helps the portfolio
managers with mid-term
market views and their own
asset allocation.

Market

Market factors are parameters for securities pricing. They are usually used
for analysis on the level of a single type of security to capture market
changes and price deviations in the short-term.

Helps the portfolio
managers with short-term
trading and security
selection.

7TIGMćGJEGXSVWMRGPYHI
Macro

Economic growth

-RĈEXMSR

Market pressure

Equity

Interest rate

Credit

Real asset

Hedge fund

Multi-asset allocation

Country

Industry

Style

Interest rate

Interest spread

Currency

Commodities

Hedge fund strategy

Stock price

Exchange rate

Commodities

Interest rate

Credit spread

Volatility

Portfolio

Strategy

Market
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Human Resources

Review
Outstanding talent accounts for the core competitiveness of CIC and its main driving force for development. CIC adheres
to a people-oriented human resource management philosophy. It attracts talent because of its success, gives full play to
XLIEFMPMXMIWSJXEPIRXIHMRHMZMHYEPWXLVSYKLWSYRHQIGLERMWQWIZEPYEXIWXLIWIMRHMZMHYEPWFEWIHSRWGMIRXMćG
standards, and retains them by giving them market-based incentives. Its pool of strong talent has expended because of
MXWWGMIRXMćGQEVOIXFEWIHMRXIVREXMSREPERHVIćRIHQEREKIQIRXTLMPSWSTL]
CIC has fostered a suitable human resource management model to recruit, cultivate, and retain talent.

Recruiting Talent
As an international institution undergoing rapid growth
and possessing a large overseas portfolio, CIC recruits
experienced professionals with international investment
management experience and a good knowledge of
Chinese culture and perspectives.
As China’s sovereign wealth fund, CIC is highly attractive
to professionals at home and abroad. CIC welcomes
XEPIRXIHMRHMZMHYEPW[MXLXLIJSPPS[MRKUYEPMćGEXMSRW
Integrity, honesty, and a strong sense of professional
ethics and morality.
-HIRXMćGEXMSR[MXL'-'ÞWGSVTSVEXIGYPXYVIERHE
strong desire to grow with the company.
Extraordinary business competence and professional
expertise.
Passionate and innovative, ready to take on
responsibilities and challenges.
Good communication and teamwork skills.
CIC places great emphasis on recruiting high-caliber
talents from overseas. It is committed to creating an
environment that respects, cares for, and supports
employees so that they can realize their worth, reach
their potential and contribute to our growth. In 2011, we
were designated as an Innovation and Start-up Business
Base for Overseas High-level Talents, now vital for
attracting high-end talent. By the end of 2016, 12 of CIC’s
overseas talents had been recruited under China’s
“Recruitment Program of Global Experts”, more than
ER]SXLIVćRERGMEPMRWXMXYXMSR

CIC operates a fair, rigorous, and transparent global
recruitment process. All candidates must apply through its
online recruitment system. After initial screening, candidates
are invited to take an online test. Those who pass the online
test are shortlisted for interviews. To enhance the rigor and
fairness of the selection process, CIC applies a
multidimensional assessment methodology and asks external
human resource experts to participate in the interviews.
Candidates applying for positions of managing director or
above are interviewed by relevant senior executives.
CIC has a talent database to keep potential candidates in
reserve for mid-level and senior executive positions. This
allows CIC to respond quickly to demands for more targeted
and professional recruitment. CIC also uses external human
resource agents to search for the talent it needs.
In 2016, CIC expanded its pool of professionals by recruiting
talented individuals to operation and management positions
through its global recruitment and campus recruitment
procedures.
As of June 30, 2017, CIC’s overall staff strength was 626,
including global investment staff of 195. Among global
investment staff, more than 83% have overseas education or
working experiences.
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Team Development
Training and developing talent are essential for sustaining corporate development. We are people-oriented and values
staff education and training. Our employees are encouraged to pursue their dreams and improve their capabilities to
enable both personal and corporate development (See Box 8).
&EWIHSRSYVHIZIPSTQIRXWXVEXIKMIWERHXIEQFYMPHMRKRIIHW[ILEZIGSRWXERXP]IRVMGLIHERHVIćRIHSYVIQTPS]II
training system. The training curriculum covers corporate values, investment capabilities, leadership and
professionalism, basic skills, and ideals and beliefs. Training is delivered through lectures, practical exercises, online
programs and exchanges and discussions. Partner institutions include local and foreign universities, professional
organizations and industry associations. We also have in-house training courses to crystallize and share knowledge and
experience.
-R'-'SVKERM^IHXVEMRMRKTVSKVEQWXSXEPMRKLSYVWERHFIRIćXMRKTEVXMGMTERXW

Corporate Training Participation in 2016

14%
34%

25%

27%

Training on ideals and beliefs

14%

Training on investment capability

25%

Training on leadership and professionalism

27%

Training on basic skills

34%

Department Training Programs in 2016
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Training on investment capability

Basic investment skills series
Business simulation series
4VSJIWWMSREPUYEPMćGEXMSRI\EQMREXMSRW

Training on leadership and professionalism

Team-building and management series
Individual and team effectiveness series
Corporate governance series

Training on basic skills

New employee orientation and onboarding
Business languages
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&S\8VEMRMRKXS)RLERGI.YRMSV0IZIP)QTPS]IIWÞ-RZIWXQIRX'ETEFMPMX]
We offered opportunities for junior-level employees to
develop and improve themselves and seek to elevate
their investment capability by tailoring training
programs for them. For example, the public market
teams were trained on portfolio-building to improve
their ability to avert risks in a volatile market and to
generate returns. The overseas direct investment teams
were trained on valuation of M&A deals and business

simulations to deepen their understanding of the real
economy and of business operations and management.
Employees seeking to improve their basic skills were
KMZIRXVEMRMRKSRćRERGMEPEREP]WMWZEPYEXMSRQSHIPMRK
RIKSXMEXMSRWOMPPWTVSJIWWMSREPUYEPMćGEXMSRWERH
business languages. We also hosted a lecture series on
China’s economy and online micro-lectures on hotspot
issues.

Basic skills

Financial analysis
:EPYEXMSRQSHIPMRK1 %ZEPYEXMSR
4VSJIWWMSREPUYEPMćGEXMSRI\EQW
Business languages

Practical exercises and simulations

Business practice
Business negotiation
Exchange programs with external institutions

Experience sharing

Developing in-house courses
Sharing in-house cases
In-house lectures and tutorials

Incentives and Constraints
Observing market norms and international practices, CIC continually optimized its remuneration system towards a
market-oriented incentive scheme that suits its development strategy and culture. The system features compatible, fair
and performance-oriented incentives in both tangible and intangible forms. CIC also implemented government guidance
on reforming the remuneration system for senior executives of central state-owned enterprises and managed the
remuneration of senior executives in strict accord with the regulations.
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Global Outreach

As a charter member of the IFSWF, CIC has
implemented Generally Accepted Principles and
Practices — the Santiago Principles in good faith and
actively participated in the IFSWF. CIC is committed to
facilitating the wider acceptance of the Santiago
Principles, engaging in investment and risk
management cooperation among sovereign wealth
funds, and contributing to the improvement of the global
investment environment (See Box 9).
From the outset, CIC has fostered a high degree of
transparency, a practice appreciated by recipient
countries or regions and business partners. Through its
SJćGMEP[IFWMXIERRYEPVITSVXWWTSOIWTIVWSRTVIWW
releases, and other channels, CIC discloses key
operational and management information on corporate
governance, investment strategies and philosophies,
major investment activities, executive personnel
changes, investment performance, and so on.
As its investments expand, CIC has accumulated a huge
pool of external managers and partners from almost all
XLIPIEHMRKćRERGMEPMRZIWXQIRXERHFVSOIVEKI
institutions worldwide. Together, they constitute a broad
and high-level cooperation network.
CIC is committed to mitigating the negative impact of
investment protectionism and fostering an open, fair
and nondiscriminatory environment for international
investment through open and honest dialogues. In 2016,
senior executives of CIC visited government agencies
and business partners in many countries and regions.
They were invited to attend multilateral and bilateral
meetings and dialogues, including the China-US
Strategic and Economic Dialogue, the China-UK
Business Summit, the China-Russia Investment
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Cooperation Committee meeting, the French Strategic
Attractiveness Council meeting, the China-Japan CEO
ERH*SVQIV7IRMSV3JćGMEPWÞ(MEPSKYIERHXLI&
Summit. At these meetings, CIC bridged communication
and cooperation between governments and businesses.
In the meantime, CIC received visits by foreign political
PIEHIVWSJćGMEPWSJMRXIVREXMSREPSVKERM^EXMSRWWIRMSV
executives of business partners, representatives of peer
institutions and scholars in research institutes. Through
these activities, CIC expounded its philosophy of
PSRKXIVQćRERGMEPMRZIWXQIRXMRXVSHYGIHMXW
investment strategies and consolidated relationships
with its partners.
Out of its needs for international exchange and business
expansion, CIC hosted the opening ceremony and
MRZIWXQIRXWIQMREVSJXLI6ITVIWIRXEXMZI3JćGIMR2I[
th
=SVOSR1E],IEHWSJ'SRWYPEXI+IRIVEPSJ
XLI4ISTPIÞW6ITYFPMGSJ'LMREMR2I[=SVOERHPSGEP
Chinese institutions, representatives of CIC’s partners,
and CIC IAC members were invited to attend the event.
8LI6ITVIWIRXEXMZI3JćGIMR2I[=SVO[MPPJYPP]PIZIVEKI
2I[=SVOÞWTSWMXMSREWERMRXIVREXMSREPćRERGMEPGIRXIV
XSGSRHYGXVIWIEVGLSRVIKMSREPIGSRSQ]ERHćRERGMEP
market, and further enhance exchange and cooperation
with local institutions.
Going forward, CIC will remain committed to expanding
global outreach through active and effective dialogues
and cooperation. It will continue to observe in good faith
the Santiago Principles and prove to be a reliable,
professional, responsible and respected world-class
institutional investor.
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Box 9: CIC and IFSWF
The 21st century saw the global mushrooming of
sovereign wealth funds, a focus of much attention in
global capital markets. To assure countries and markets
that sovereign wealth funds were well-organized to
MRZIWXEWIGSRSQMGERHćRERGMEPIRXMXMIWWSZIVIMKR
wealth funds with over $500 million of assets came
together and established the International Working
Group on Sovereign Wealth Funds in April 2008. With the
support of the International Monetary Fund (IMF), they
drafted the Santiago Principles. As one of the drafters,
CIC was involved in all the discussions and revisions of
the Santiago Principles. The Santiago Principles were
released in October 2008, and the International Working
Group was renamed the International Forum of
Sovereign Wealth Funds in April 2009. CIC was a charter
member and then-CIC Chairman of the Board of
Supervisors Jin Liqun was elected as the IFSWF’s First
Deputy Chair. Together with other sovereign wealth
funds, CIC has worked hard promoting public
understanding of sovereign wealth funds and their
investment activities, implementing the Santiago
Principles, and buttressing the IFSWF. CIC’s
contribution to the IFSWF is well-recognized by its
members.
2011 marked the IFSWF’s transition from the start-up
phase to growth phase. Its governance structure was in
place, and the global investment environment for
WSZIVIMKR[IEPXLJYRHWMQTVSZIHWMKRMćGERXP]-R1E]
CIC hosted the IFSWF’s 3 rd annual meeting. The Beijing
Declaration released after the meeting urged countries

to work together for global economic recovery and
WXEFMPM^EXMSRSJXLIćRERGMEPQEVOIXERHXSLIPTHIZIPST
an open, fair and non-discriminatory investment
environment for sovereign wealth funds. At the meeting,
Mr. Jin Liqun was elected Chair of the IFSWF. Since
XLIRXLI-*7;*ÞWKPSFEPMRĈYIRGIERHQIQFIVWLMT
have expanded.
By 2015, the IFSWF had more than 30 members,
representing about 70% of the total assets of sovereign
wealth funds worldwide. The Santiago Principles had
KEMRIHKPSFEPMRĈYIRGIERHXLI-*7;*LEHFPSWWSQIH
into a major international organization representing
sovereign wealth funds’ interests. In the same year,
then-CIC President Li Keping was elected as a Forum
board member representing CIC and leading the IFSWF
from the growth phase to the maturity phase.
CIC’s support for the IFSWF continued in 2016. In March,
CIC representatives attended the IFSWF’s workshop in
Baku. Participants designed working guidelines on
knowledge-sharing and on improving the IFSWF’s
research capability. They also exchanged views on risk
management, asset allocation strategies and the
implementation of the Santiago Principles. In
November, CIC representatives attended the IFSWF’s
annual meeting in Auckland, where they helped
formulate the IFSWF’s development and reform plans
ERHWLEVIH'-'ÞWI\TIVMIRGIMRHIEPMRK[MXLćRERGMEP
QEVOIXĈYGXYEXMSRWERHZEVMSYWVMWOW
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CIC pursues overseas investments through CIC
International and CIC Capital and domestic
investments through Central Huijin.
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Basis of Presentation

CIC pursues overseas investments through CIC
International and CIC Capital and domestic investments
XLVSYKL'IRXVEP,YMNMR8LIGSRWSPMHEXIHćRERGMEP
statements of CIC have been prepared in accordance
with the Accounting Standards for Business Enterprises
issued by the Ministry of Finance of the People’s
Republic of China.
These accounting standards have substantially
converged with the International Financial Reporting
Standards. Because it is audited by independent
EYHMXSVW'-'ÞWGSRWSPMHEXIHćRERGMEPWXEXIQIRXW
represent a true and impartial view of the company’s
ćRERGMEPTSWMXMSRSTIVEXMRKVIWYPXWERHGEWLĈS[WJSV
the year that ended on December 31, 2016.
8LITVITEVEXMSRSJćRERGMEPWXEXIQIRXWVIUYMVIWXLI
use of certain critical accounting estimates. It also
requires management to exercise its judgment in the
process of applying CIC’s policies. These judgments,
EWWYQTXMSRWERHIWXMQEXIWEVIETTPMIHXSćRERGMEP
asset valuation and income tax recognition.
CIC’s accounting period runs from January 1 to
December 31. The reporting and functional currency of
CIC and CIC International is the US dollar. The reporting
and functional currency of Central Huijin is the RMB.
'IRXVEP,YMNMRHSIWRSXGSRWSPMHEXIER]ćRERGMEPWSRMXW
long-term equity investees. It accounts for its long-term
equity investments mainly using the equity method.
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Summary of Accounting

'PEWWMćGEXMSRSJ*MRERGMEP-RWXVYQIRXW

Measurement of Financial Instruments

'-'ćRERGMEPEWWIXWEVIGPEWWMćIHMRXSćRERGMEPEWWIXW
EXJEMVZEPYIXLVSYKLTVSćXSVPSWW *:840 ERH
available-for-sale (AFS) investments, loans, and
VIGIMZEFPIW'-'ćRERGMEPPMEFMPMXMIWEVIGPEWWMćIHMRXS
SRISJX[SGEXIKSVMIWćRERGMEPPMEFMPMXMIWEX*:840ERH
SXLIVćRERGMEPPMEFMPMXMIW*MRERGMEPEWWIXWERHPMEFMPMXMIW
EX*:840MRGPYHIXVEHMRKćRERGMEPEWWIXWERHPMEFMPMXMIW
ERHXLSWIMRMXMEPP]HIWMKREXIHEWćRERGMEPEWWIXWERH
liabilities at FVTPL. AFS investments are any
RSRHIVMZEXMZIćRERGMEPEWWIXWHIWMKREXIHF]XLI
company on initial recognition as available for sale.
0SERWERHVIGIMZEFPIWVIJIVXSRSRHIVMZEXMZIćRERGMEP
assets on an active market that are unquoted and with
ć\IHSVHIXIVQMREFPIVIGSZIV]GSWX3XLIVćRERGMEP
PMEFMPMXMIWEVIćRERGMEPPMEFMPMXMIWSXLIVXLERXLSWIXLEX
EVIHIWMKREXIHMRMXMEPP]EX*:8403XLIVćRERGMEP
liabilities mainly include bonds payable and investments
payable.

Financial instruments are initially measured at fair
value. Subsequently, loans and receivables are
measured at amortized cost by using the effective
MRXIVIWXQIXLSH3XLIVćRERGMEPMRWXVYQIRXWEVI
measured at fair value, and the future trade expense
[MPPRSXFIHIHYGXIH*SVćRERGMEPMRWXVYQIRXWEX
FVTPL, gains or losses from a change in fair value are
VIGSKRM^IHMRTVSćXSVPSWW'LERKIWMRXLIJEMVZEPYISJ
AFS investments are recognized directly in equity
through other comprehensive income, except for
impairment losses and foreign exchange gains or
PSWWIW[LMGLEVIVIGSKRM^IHHMVIGXP]MRTVSćXSVPSWW
The cumulative gain or loss recorded in equity is
XVERWJIVVIHXSTVSćXSVPSWWMJER%*7MRZIWXQIRXMW
HIVIGSKRM^IH*SVćRERGMEPEWWIXWERHPMEFMPMXMIW
measured at amortized cost, the gains or losses on
derecognition or arising from impairment are
VIGSKRM^IHMRTVSćXSVPSWW

Measurement of Income Tax

Fair value is the rational and unbiased estimate during
an accounting day of an asset’s price or the cost of
VITE]MRKEHIFX%WJSVćRERGMEPMRWXVYQIRXWJSV[LMGL
there is an active market, the quoted prices in the active
market are used to determine the fair value. For
ćRERGMEPMRWXVYQIRXWXLEXHSRSXLEZIEUYSXIHQEVOIX
price in an active market, the fair value is determined
through the use of valuation techniques. The valuation
techniques include the market-based method, the
return-based method, and the cost-based method. In
the application of the valuation techniques, observable
inputs — data that can be directly obtained from the
QEVOIX[LMGLGERVIĈIGXXLIIWXMQEXIHTVMGIWSJEWWIXW
and liabilities of market participants — should be
chosen over unobservable ones, except when the
observable inputs cannot be obtained. The company
periodically evaluates its valuation techniques to ensure
their reasonableness.

Income tax is measured through the balance sheet
approach. It includes current and deferred taxes.
Current tax refers to taxes payable for transactions and
MXIQWHYVMRKXLITEWXćWGEP]IEVQIEWYVIHMR
accordance with applicable tax rules. Deferred tax
assets and deferred tax liabilities occur as recognition
of the difference between tax value and book value.
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Financial Statements

Consolidated Balance Sheet
(as of December 31, 2016)

(Amount in millions of US dollars)

2016

2015

8,814

19,337

219,775

209,325

3,782

2,211

Available-for-sale investments

730

1,209

Long-term equity investments

515,959

513,397

860

2,743

Other assets

63,593

65,540

Total assets

813,513

813,762

12,121

-

43

1,515

15,874

16,952

3,295

4,081

Other liabilities

47,224

66,472

Total liabilities

78,557

89,020

200,000

200,000

534,956

524,742

Total owner’s equity

734,956

724,742

Total liabilities and owner’s equity

813,513

813,762

Assets
Cash and deposits
*MRERGMEPEWWIXWEXJEMVZEPYIXLVSYKLTVSćXSVPSWW
Receivables and prepayments

Deferred tax assets

Liabilities
Bank borrowing
*MRERGMEPPMEFMPMXMIWEXJEMVZEPYIXLVSYKLTVSćXSVPSWW
Bonds payable
Deferred tax liabilities

Owner’s equity
Owner’s capital
Capital reserves and others
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Consolidated Income Statement
(for the year ended December 31, 2016)

(Amount in millions of US dollars)

2016

2015

Interest income

4,133

3,150

Dividend income

2,955

2,847

Net realized gains on investments

3,497

12,155

Unrealized gains (losses) from changes in fair value of investments

5,835

(17,645)

Investment income from long-term equity investments

68,029

79,899

Foreign exchange gains (losses)

(1,529)

(3,769)

109

100

83,029

76,737

Investment expense

(304)

(429)

General and administrative expense

(171)

(185)

Finance expense

(2,865)

(1,649)

Total expense

(3,340)

(2,263)

Operating income

79,689

74,474

(3)

(1)

Income before taxes

79,686

74,473

Income taxes

(4,350)

(529)

Net income

75,336

73,944

Investment income

Other income
Total investment income
Expenses

Others, net
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